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Abstract--Most approaches for ranking fuzzy numbers proposed in the literature are based on fuzzy sets 
theory only, and suffer from lack of discrimination and occasionally conflict with intuition. It is true that 
fuzzy numbers are frequently partial order and cannot be compared. However, this does not alleviate the 
need for comparison i  practical applications. In this paper the order of fuzzy numbers are determined 
based on the concept of probability measure of fuzzy events due to Zadeh. It considers both the mean 
and dispersion of alternatives and gives two groups of indices based on the uniform and the proportional 
probability distributions, The approach is also extended to the comparison of random fuzzy numbers by 
means of a mean fuzzy number. It is shown that several comparison i dices in the literature can be 
obtained based on the present probability measure approach. Finally some typical examples are used to 
compare the various different approaches. The different interpretations of the dispersion index under 
different physical situations are emphasized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Theoretically, strict comparison can be made only when the system is in linear order. Since fuzzy 
numbers are frequently partial order, comparison of  two fuzzy numbers are frequently impossible. 
However, when fuzzy numbers are applied to practical situations, or, when a physical meaning can 
be attached to the fuzzy numbers, comparison of  fuzzy numbers not only makes sense but also 
becomes a necessity. 
Comparison of  fuzzy numbers is of  practical importance and various comparison indices have 
been devised since 1976 [1-11]. Most of  the approaches are based on the possibility theory in which 
an uncertain event is fuzzified, but, from a practical standpoint, the approaches seem to suffer from 
the lack of  discrimination and occasionally conflict with intuition. 
In order to simplify the manipulation of  fuzzy numbers, one would like to represent he fuzzy 
numbers by one or two values instead of  a set of  values even though this simplified representation 
frequently loses part of  the original meanings. This simplified representation can be approached 
from two different directions. One can use the possibility concept and one can also use the 
probability measure of  fuzzy events concept, both of  which are due to Zadeh. 
In this paper the concept of  the probability measure of  fuzzy events is used to simplify the 
representation of  fuzzy sets, It is shown that both the Yager's and Kaufmann's  indices can be 
obtained based on the present approach, even though both of  these approaches are not based on 
the probabil ity measure of  fuzzy sets. 
2. PROBABIL ITY  MEASURE OF FUZZY EVENTS [12] 
In probability theory [13], it is assumed that f~ is an Euclidean n-space R n and the corresponding 
probability space is a triplet (R n, U, P),  where U is the it-field of  Borel sets in R n and P is a 
probability measure over R n. A point in R n is denoted by x. 
Let A ~ U, then, the probability of  A can be expressed as 
P(A)= fAdP, (1) 
or equivalently 
L P(A) = G(x)  dp = E(G) ,  (2) 
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where CA denotes the characteristic function of A, that is 
1, X~A,  
CA(x)= 0, XCA, 
and E(CA) is the expectation of CA. 
Equation (2) equates the probability of an event with the expection of the characteristic 
function of A. It is this equation that can readily be generalized to fuzzy events through the use 
of the concept of a fuzzy set. A fuzzy set A in R" is defined by a special characteristic function 
/IA: R"o[0 ,  1], which is referred to as a membership function. 
A fuzzy set event in R" is a fuzzy set A in R" whose membership function,/~A, is Borel measurable. 
The probability of a fuzzy event A is defined by the Lebesque-Stieltjes integral 
P(A) = ~ pA(X) dp = E(pA). (3) 
I 
JR n 
Thus, as in equation (2), the probability of a fuzzy event is the expectation of its membership 
function. The existence of the Lebesque-Stieltjes integral (3) is insured by the assumption that PA 
is Borel measurable. 
P(A) evaluates the degree with which the sample set R ° has the fuzzy property A. The 
corresponding experiment is a random selection of elements X, more or less belonging to A. At 
each trial, a membership value pA(xi) is provided. Thus, 
P(A) = lim f iiA(xi)/m, 
rn~o~ i= I 
where m is the number of trials. P(A) can be interpreted as a proportion of elements of R" 
"belonging" to A. 
The mean of a fuzzy event A relative to a probability measure P may be defined as follows [12]: 
t "  
m (A) = j~" 
(x ) dp X]AA 
-p(A)  , x~A(x)dp, (4) 
f.. (x) dp IrA 
where PA is the membership function of A, and P(A) serves as a normalizing factor. Similarly, the 
variance of fuzzy event in R ~ relative to a probability measure p may be defined as [12] 
1 ~, [x-m(A)]Z.#A(x)dp. (5) G2(A) = P(A) 1 
Moreover, the following relation between variance and mean of fuzzy event exists. 
where 
G2(A ) = MZ(A ) - mZ(A ), 
1 .fo x21tA(X)dp" (6) M2(A) = P(A) , 
The standard eviation for a fuzzy event should be 
G (A) = [M 2 (A) - m 2 (A)]1/2. (7) 
The standard deviation or dispersion of a fuzzy event must be interpreted with care. These 
interpretations become clear only when the system is applied to practical situations. 
3. RANKING BASED ON PROBABIL ITY MEASURE 
Since the probability density function is unknown, the means and standard eviations of fuzzy 
events cannot be obtained from equations (4)-(6). To obtain this unknown probability density 
function f(x), some assumptions for the distribution of fuzzy events must be made. 
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3. I. Uniform probability distribution 
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we shall consider only one-dimensional situation 
in the following discussions. The probability density function for uniform distribution is 
f(x) = = IAI 
and equation (4) becomes 
m,(A) fAX#A(X) ' [~IdxfA x'#A(x) dx 
= = (8)  
fA #A(X)'I~I dx fA #A(x)dx 
and equation (6) becomes 
L 
i/2 I/2 
I fA X21~A(X) dx -m2~(A) (9) 
3.2. Proportional probability distribution 
When we don't know any more information than the membership function PA (x) for a fuzzy 
event, a more reasonable distribution is proportional probability distribution, which means that 
the occurrence probability of a fuzzy event should be proportional to the value #A(x), i.e. f(x) 
~/~A(x). This is similar to the idea in possibility theory that if an event seldom occurs, it must be 
less possible than events which occur more often. Let C be the proportional constant, then 
dp 
f(x) = -~x = c "I~A(X) 
and equation (4) becomes 
f x'#~(x)'c'#A(x)dx fAX'l~(x)dx 
mp(A ) - 'J ~ . . . . . . .  " 
JA#A(X)'C'UA(x)dx fA#~(x) dx 
and equation (7) becomes 
I/2 
(lO) 
In the case of triangular fuzzy numbers, we can simplify the equations for both the uniform and 
the proportional distributions to 
a+b+c 
mu = 3 ' (12) 
a s+b 2+c 2- ab -ac = bc 
Gu = , (13) 
18 
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where the subscript 
respectively. 
a+b+2c 
mp-- 4 ' 
(a -- b) 2 + 2(a - c) 2 + 2(b - c) 2 
Gp = 80 ' 
U and p represent the "uni form case" and the "proport ional  
(14) 
(15) 
case", 
4. ANOTHER INTERPRETAT ION 
Given the proposit ion P = "x  is A"  such that nx = PA. Consider n~, = PA, related to "x  is mA "' 
where m is a modifier such as "not" ,  "very",  "more  or less" , . . .  ; by modifier rules for simple 
proposit ion A '  is given by A '= mA, and the membership function of  mA is defined as the power 
forms of  the membership function of  A, e.g. #,,A = #]' [12]. For  example, if m means "very",  then 
m = 2, and #v¢~y~ = #2. 
Consider the case of  "x  is very A" .  I f  one chooses the uniform probabil ity distribution, then 
one has 
and 
2 1 f~ I x ' /an(x )  , - . ,dx  x 'p2(x )dx  
mu (very A ) - ./v.ry___~A_ ___  !veryA_ [_ = 
f ~ ~ ~ aN -e  | .2(x)dx 
Jvcry A I very A I J~ 
(16) 
Gu (very A ) = 
I x2#](x)" l---~dx 
J veryA - -  [veryA[ 
I u](x) 
.}very A ] very A [ 
- m2(very A) 
i/2 
if A I/2 x2"~(x) dx 
= ' -- m 2 (very A ) (17) 
f .~(x)dx 
Compar ing equations (16) and (17) with equations (10) and (11). it is seen that the proport ional  
indices in the case of  "x  is A"  are the same as the uniform indices in the case of  "x  is very A ". 
5. THE INDICES OF YAGER AND KAUFMANN 
The approach for ranking fuzzy sets in the literature can be divided into two classes. One uses 
possibilistic indices based on the possibility theory [1-3, 6, 7] and the other uses probabil istic indices 
referred to the Hamming distance [13, 14, 5, 11]. Generally, possibilistic indices are related to the 
curves of the membership function and probabilistic indices are related to the areas limited by the 
membership functions. 
In 1979, Yager, proposed the following utility function: 
Ft(A ) - (" j°j 
g(x)pA(x) dx 
o j pA(x) dx 
where g(x)  is assumed as a weight function which measures the importance of the value x, and 
in which the denominator  
f /  (x) dx 
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serves as a normalizing factor whose value is equal to the area under the membership function. 
If we use linear weights, that is g(x) =- x, then the index becomes 
j 'l x#A(x) dx 
Ft(A) = 0 (18) 
f0 1 (x) dx #A 
which represents he center of gravity of the fuzzy set A [10, 11]. 
The index given by equation (18) is the same as that of mu (A) is given by equation (8). However, 
since equation (8) is obtained based on the probability measure of fuzzy sets, it is the mean of a 
fuzzy event A. Furthermore, the dispersion based on the assumption of uniform distribution can 
also be obtained in a meaningful manner. On the other hand, the #A(x) in equation (18) is not 
a probability density function, it is a possibility distribution function. The index Ft represents a 
weighted mean value of the variable x with the membership function #A (x) as weight and with the 
denominator as the sum of the weights. 
In 1981, Yager proposed another anking index, 
F3(A ) = M(A ~) d~, (19) 
where A" is the a-level set of A, M(A ~) is the mean value of the elements of A ", and 
~m~x =sup #AX). 
X 
F3 may also be viewed as a probabilistic index. Graphically it can be represented by the area 
of the shaded part in Fig. 1. For each value of the grade of membership the dotted line represents 
the average value of the elements having at least that grade of membership. 
Kaufmann proposed a similar index d(A) to rank hybrid numbers [14]. Kaufmann's index is 
=1 i + 1 d(A)=½[dI.(A)+dR(A)] 2[f,=o a,l)(x)[dx f,.ola )(x) dx], (20) 
where dL (.4) and d R (A) represent the Hamming distances from the left and from the right of fuzzy 
set A to the origin, respectively. This index is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The Kaufmann's index and Yager's second index are essentially identical. Furthermore, for 
triangular fuzzy numbers both the indices F3(A) and d(A) reduce to the index rap(A): 
a+b+2c 
F3 (A) = d(A ) =mp (A) = 4 ' 
where a = infS, b = sup S, and #A(c) = 1. 
In summary, the present approach based on the probability measure of fuzzy sets not only gives 
different and more meaningful interpretations of some existing indices, it can also be used to obtain 
the dispersion of fuzzy sets based on a given assumption of the density function. Since two 
alternatives represented by two fuzzy numbers frequently have the same average but still can be 
quite different from a practical standpoint, dispersion is clearly another way to distinguish them. 
The examples discussed later illustrate these differences clearly. 
,4 
X ~ X 
Fig. 1. Yagers index F 3. Fig. 2. Kaufmann's index d(A). 
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6. COMPARING RANDOM FUZZY NUMBERS 
Consider a random fuzzy number A;. c [15], which at the level ~ has the interval of confidence 
given by 
[fL~(X) , fR~ (X)], 
we are able to associate with it a fuzzy number A of type 2, such that A = [[al ~/, a~ ~],t~,3t'l~), abel]], 
where 
fL~(x < a~ ~) = O, 
fR~(X < a(3 ~)) = 0, 
fL~(x > a~ )) = O, 
fR~(X > a~ ~) = O. 
A is called the envelope of Ay I. 
If a probability law given by the density f (x )  is bounded at the left by m~ and at the right by 
m2, its mathematical expectation is located between m~ and m2. Then, a mean fuzzy number of 
a random fuzzy number is defined by 
and 
A ~ = [ ; (A (x ) ) ,  ; (A (x ) ) ]  
,'17 = [~(AAx) ) ,  ~(fR~ (x))], 
a~l~ < ~(fL~(x)) ~< a~ , 
a~ ) ~< ~(fR~(X)) ~< a(4 ~'. 
with Vote[0, 1]: 
This mean fuzzy number is shown in Fig. 3. 
It is easy to see that the approach described in Section 3 can be conveniently extended to compare 
random fuzzy numbers by means of the mean fuzzy number. In this case, each random fuzzy 
number Aylis replaced by its mean fuzzy number A m, then, each mean fuzzy number is probabilized 
and their average value and standard deviation are compared. To illustrate this method, we 
consider the following example. 
Figure 4 shows two random fuzzy numbers, Ayj and B,f, with triangular shaped envelopes 
A = [[a~ , a~ )] .[a~ ), a(4~)]] = [[3~ + 1, 3 + c~].[7 - 3~, 9 - 5c~]]. 
B = [[b~ ) b~)].rb ~) b~4~)]] = [[4c~ - 1 2~ + 3].[6 -c~, 8 - 3~]] , t 3 ~ , " 
Suppose that Ay I and B;¢ are both distributed uniformly in their corresponding intervals. Then the 
mean fuzzy numbers are: 
AT=[2e+2,8 -4c~] ,  B m=[3c~+1,7-2~] .  
0((I) O[Q} 
Fig. 3. Mean fuzzy number of a random fuzzy number. 
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10 
A m 8 m 
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Fig. 4. An  example.  
Table 1. An example 
A '~ B"  
m G m G 
Uniform 4.33 1.43 4.33 1.25 
Proportion 4.25 I.I 1 4.50 0.97 
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and Table 1. The results indicate that the random fuzzy number Byf 
is better because msm = roam, and GBm < GAm for the "uniform case", and for the "proportional 
case", msm > m~m and Gs < GAm. 
7. EXAMPLES AND COMPARISONS WITH OTHER METHODS 
Table 2 shows 6 typical examples for comparing the different ranking methods. Most of the 
results in this table are adopted from the data summarized by Bortolan and Degani [4]. The last 
four rows show the results by using the current approach. 
For the simple example (a), all the methods give a clearly acceptable ranking. 
In example (b), the central tendencies of two fuzzy numbers are equal, but their dispersions are 
different. Because the dispersions of a fuzzy number can be interpreted ifferently under different 
physical situations. The fuzzy number A~ may be preferable, equal or even incomparable to A2. 
However, if one assumes A~ and A2 are comparable under the given physical condition, then a 
uniform result of comparison is a necessity. Since only the current approach considers dispersion, 
it is the only one which can be used meaningfully according to the physical situations. 
Example (c), where the alternatives only differ on their left side, makes ome methods incapable 
of discrimination [11, 1-3, 7, 8]. Generally, if a method is only based on some partial characters 
of alternatives, it is always possible to construct pathological examples to show its weakness. In 
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(a) (b) 
A1 
/ /  
J \  
(c) 
1 
/ I \ 
Fig. 5. The process of changing the preference for two symmetrical fuzzy numbers. 
this case, Yager and Dubois-Prade get the same conclusion as the current method from different 
angles. 
Example (d) provides a dual situation with respect o example (c), where the alternatives only 
differ on their right side which is considered in most methods. So all the methods give the same 
result but the Bass-Kwakernaak's. 
Example (e) is a most typical problem for comparing fuzzy numbers. A small displacement 
between Am and A2 may bring about a different result. An intuitive judgment is nearly impossible. 
For the current approach, the results are conflicting when the two different distributions are used. 
In general, the results for the two distributions are consistent with each other. The current conflicts 
arise only due to the minor differences between the two particular fuzzy numbers in example (c). 
To make this clearer, a further discussion of this problem is given as follows. 
Figure 5 shows the process of changing the preference for two symmetrical fuzzy numbers. In 
Figure 5(a), A2 is larger than A1. However, As decreases gradually relative to Am as Am moves to 
the right and the two alternatives become qual based on the uniform distribution when dm= 2d2 
[see Fig. 5(b)] but, based on the proportional distribution where the x values with higher possibility 
are more heavily weighted A2 is still larger. Figure 5(c) shows the critical values, dm = dE, where Am 
equals A2 for the proportional case. But for the uniform distribution Am is already larger than A2. 
After this critical value Am will be larger for both uniform and proportional cases. 
Example (f) is similar to example b in some sense, where A] is a non-convex fuzzy set and both 
Am and A2 have an equal mean value. The key difference is in their fuzzy distribution. As has less 
dispersion. Here the importance of considering the dispersion for comparison of fuzzy numbers 
is again emphasized. 
8. D ISPERSION AND FUZZINESS 
It should be emphasized that fuzzy dispersion or fuzzy variance is different from those used in 
probability theory. A higher dispersion does not necessarily mean not as good as a lower dispersion. 
In fact, in a strict linguistic sense such as "medium height man", "warm temperature", good 
quality", "about six feet long", and etc., dispersion is only one way to indicate fuzziness and, in 
general, is not a very important parameter when used in this linguistic sense. 
However, in practical applications in engineering and operations research, dispersion is 
frequently an important parameter to distinguish between two apparently different fuzzy numbers 
with the same mean. One can consider the dispersion index as another way of measuring fuzziness. 
The dispersion index is similar to the energy measure of fuzzy sets [16, 17]. This similarity is even 
more striking if we consider the case f ( t )  = t 2 in the work of Czogala et al. [16]. 
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